
Prime Minister Yoshiro Mori traveled to New York Sept. 5 for
the special U.N. Millennium Summit attended by 150 world
leaders. In his address, the Prime Minister stressed the need for
the world community to concentrate on "human security" in the
new century, so that, "each person on this earth can be free

from fear and want and enjoy lasting prosperity," and said "Japan will
spare no effort to make the 21st century a human-centered century."
He noted that Japan has to date contributed more than $80 million to
the U.N. "Human Security Fund," established in March and he
pledged $100 million more. Mr. Mori highlighted the need for U.N.
reform, the expansion of the Security Council, and the need to stress
nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation, and said Japan will submit
a new draft resolution on the elimination of nuclear weapons. Japan, he
said, "is resolved to redouble its efforts to more actively fulfill its
responsibility and its role in the international community." The Prime
Minister has kept up a busy schedule in acquainting himself with his
counterparts, visiting Europe, North America and South Korea in May,
meeting with dignitaries from around the globe at the late Prime
Minister Keizo Obuchi's funeral in June, conferring with leaders at the
G-8 Okinawa Summit in July, traveling to four South Asian countries in
August and hosting numerous heads of state in Tokyo including
Russian President Vladimir Putin in early September. The Prime
Minister and President Clinton will also be meeting for the fourth time
in November at the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
forum's leaders' meeting in Brunei. Prime Minister Mori has also been
invited to visit Moscow in the future and will welcome Chinese Premier
Zhu Rongji in Tokyo Oct. 12-17, when a hotline between Tokyo and
Beijing is expected to be established.  

(see page 2)
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Prime Minister Yoshiro Mori prepares to throw out the first
pitch at a New York Mets game against the Philadelphia
Phillies in New York, Sept. 8. (AP Photo/Osamu Honda)
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• TRILATERAL APPROACH ADVANCES.
Meanwhile, Japan, the U.S. and South Korea said on
Sept. 1 that their various negotiations with North
Korea have made progress and their coordinated
response to Pyongyang is the basis for lasting peace
on the Korean peninsula. The three countries 
reaffirmed their common approach after a meeting of
the Trilateral Coordination and Oversight Group in
Seoul. The delegations also “welcomed the progress” at
Cabinet-level talks between the North and the South
“and hoped the process of regular dialogue, established
during the historic summit of June 13-15 between the
two Korean leaders, would expand and deepen.”
• SEARCHING FOR MIDEAST PEACE.
Shimon Peres, special envoy of Prime Minister Ehud
Barak of Israel and former prime minister, visited
Japan on Aug. 14-15, and Yasser Arafat, chairman of
the Palestine Liberation Organization visited on Aug.
17-18. They both had talks with Prime Minister Mori
and Foreign Minister Kono. The purpose was for both
sides to explain last month’s summit at Camp David.
Special Envoy Peres stated that the Palestinian side
was not ready to make necessary compromises.
Japanese officials expressed hope that the 
negotiations would resume as soon as possible.
Chairman Arafat expressed gratitude for Japan’s
support to date, and explained the sufferings of the
Palestinian people. Japan urged the Palestinian
leader not to declare unilateral independence and 
further pursue a negotiated settlement.
• RESEARCH AGREEMENT WITH OMAN.
Japan and Oman have signed an agreement to set
up a $6 million research center to improve fish
quality for exports. The pact involves building 
laboratories, a quality control center and marketing
training facilities. The work will start this month
and Japan will pay most of the cost. The project
will help Oman further conform with international
standards for fish exports which go primarily to the
European Union and amount to annual revenues of
over $135 million a year.

NEWS DIGEST

• STILL NO PEACE TREATY
Prime Minister Mori and Russian President
Putin discussed the lack of a peace treaty
between the two nations ending World War
II, due to the unresolved issue of 

sovereignty over the four islands in Japan’s
Northern Territories. The two sides agreed in 1997
to make the utmost efforts to conclude a peace
treaty, resolving the territorial issues, by the year
2000, and Prime Minister Mori told a news 
conference “We agreed to keep discussing it.”
President Putin said, “Russia and Japan begin the
new millennium on a fundamentally sound 
footing...as strategic partners. The two leaders
signed package of cooperation agreements in a
variety of areas.  They also pledged cooperation in
the international arena, in such areas as North
Korea, nuclear non-proliferation and terrorism. Russia
also said it supports a permanent seat for Japan on the
United Nations Security Council. President Putin
invited the Prime Minister to visit Moscow.
• KONO VISITS BEIJING.
Foreign Minister Yohei Kono traveled to China
Aug. 28-31 to lay the groundwork for the visit to
Tokyo of Zhu Rongji, Premier of the State Council
in October, and to discuss increased Chinese naval
activities near Japan and the regional situation in
the Korean peninsula and other areas. Mr. Kono
and Chinese Foreign Minister Tang Jiaxuan agreed
to step up the security dialogue between the two
nations and to inform each other of scientific 
expeditions around each others waters. Mr. Kono
called the meetings a “meaningful step forward.”
Japan provides $3.6 billion in aid to China annually,
and its aid has totalled $22.73 billion in the 20
years to March 1999.
• NORTH KOREA NORMALIZATION TALKS.
The 10th round of normalization talks between
Japan and North Korea took place from Aug. 21-24
in Tokyo. The talks were attended on the Japanese
side by Ambassador Kojiro Takano, head of the
Japanese delegation, and on the North Korean side
by Ambassador Jong Thae Wha, head of the North
Korean delegation. In a statement they said they
had a sincere exchange of views in order to achieve
the establishment of good neighborly 
relations and friendship, to improve bilateral 
relations and promote mutual trust. They also said
they agreed to increase exchanges in political, 
economic and other fields and to hold the next
round of normalization talks in October.

S
CELL PHONE BOOM 

CONTINUES
The number of mobile phone users in Japan
grew 18.7 percent in August from a year earlier,
underscoring the continued vibrancy of the
wireless market in Japan. According to the
Telecommunications Carriers Association there
were 60.87 million mobile phone users in the
world's No.2 telecom market at the end of
August. That means nearly half of Japan's 
population of 126.7 million had access to
mobile telephones.



NEW COINS ISSUED

In early August Japan began issuing new coins
in an effort to begin replacing all 2.5 billion of
its 500 yen (roughly 50 cents) coins in 
circulation, after finding increased forgeries in
its ubiquitous vending machines. Cases of faked
or forged coins in the machines are increasing,
and the Finance Ministry says the problem has
been compounded by the importation of South
Korean 500 won coins, which work in Japanese
machines. The new coins will contain zinc so
the machines can differentiate.
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in three years, coming in at 1.8 percent over the
previous  quarter. Because 2000 is a leap year,
though, this figure exaggerates the strength of recent
consumption. The question now is the extent
stepped-up production and improved corporate 
profits will translate into higher wages. On July 4
the Bank of Japan released the findings of its 
June Tankan, the quarterly survey of short-term
business confidence. Big manufacturers had a 
positive outlook, as they have for six quarters.

While there is evidence of an upturn the
road ahead is by no means clear. There are signs that
the better times in the corporate sector are brightening
the household sector with income growth –– a key to
consumer spending –– resulting from more overtime
work. But summer bonuses paid by businesses are
not expected to rise, and since public-sector workers
will receive smaller bonuses than last year, families
will continue to budget carefully.

When companies start making more money,
moreover, they generally do not immediately hike
wages and hire more workers. It may take some
time for consumers to be affected. There is also 
concern about a mismatch in timing between lower 
government spending and rising private demand.
There is the worry that if a supplementary budget
proves necessary, the debt incurred may push up
long-term interest rates. Another question is whether
housing investment will sag if some preferential tax
measures are removed.

Also uncertain is the outlook for the U.S.
economy. Rising interest rates seem to be taking
some of the steam out of the U.S. expansion, and
Japanese exports to the U.S. will taper off as demand
cools. The worst-case scenario would be a crash in
the U.S. stock market, which would cause turmoil in
world financial markets and knock the Japanese
economy off track. The day of reckoning is drawing
near for the Japanese economy:  Will the good news
translate into self-sustaining expansion?

MORE SIGNS OF 
ECONOMIC REBOUND

For the first time in three years the
Japanese economy is back on a growth path.
Inflation-adjusted real-term gross domestic
product rose by 0.5 percent in 
fiscal 1999 (April 1999 to March 2000)

after two years of decline. It was a burst of speed
from January to March 2000, when growth came in
at a sizzling 10 percent in annual terms, that 
produced the positive figure. With corporate 
profitability recovering and the information-technology
(IT) revolution continuing, plant and equipment 
investment has bottomed out. Consumer spending is
also looking up.

Reviewing the latest data, the Economic
Planning Agency determined that “the trough of the
cycle was in April 1999.” In its Monthly Economic
Report for June it reported, “Movement toward an
autonomous recovery of the Japanese economy is
gradually building.” Based on this view, the 
government judged that the economic outlook had
improved. But there are causes of concern, such as
that spending may be hobbled by corporate 
restructuring and the U.S. economy may lose steam.

The quarterly real-term GDP performance
has been quite volatile for more than a year. In
1999 two quarters of expansion were followed by
two quarters of contraction. It was the effects of
government policies, notably public works 
spending, that fueled the economy in the first half
of 1999, and when these effects tapered off in the
second half, negative growth set in. The year 2000
has also started with strong growth, but this time
investments by firms and purchases by families
have set the pace. It appears that private-sector
demand is in the driver’s seat.

Actually, plant and equipment investment
for fiscal 1999 contracted by 2.5 percent, marking
the second straight year of negative growth. Still,
this was a smaller drop than the 6.1 percent decline
the government forecast, and year-on-year growth
turned positive in the last two quarters, indicating
the recovery was going faster than expected.
Evidence of the uplift provided by the IT revolution
can be seen in the brisk sales of semiconductors,
liquid-crystal displays and other such items.

Private consumption, which accounts for
60 percent of GDP, increased in 1999 for the 
second straight year, this time by 1.2 percent. The
January-March quarter saw growth for the first time

F



leagues as to whether the best players should stay in
Japan or go to Sydney. On the one hand is the Pacific
League, which advocates sending its top players to the
Olympics, and on the other is the Central League,
which wants to hold onto stars for the playoffs around
the same time. 

Nevertheless, the baseball team –– a mix of
amateurs and professionals –– is hoping for a fifth
consecutive medal showing at the 2000 Olympics. It
has already signed on Seibu Lions’ star pitcher
Daisuke Matsuzaka as well as other pros and, despite
a lineup that is less stellar than first hoped, still has a
good chance of coming out on top. Japan’s main 
challengers will be Cuba, South Korea, and the U.S. 

Another event to capture attention in Japan
is men’s soccer. Japan’s team of young and talented
athletes features key player Hidetoshi Nakata, who
plays in the prestigious Serie A in Italy. Though it did
not win a medal, the Japanese team pulled off a 
miracle during the 1996 Atlanta Olympics by 
defeating Brazil in a preliminary match in Miami.
Phillipe Troussier, the French coach of the Japanese
team, has vowed that Japan will win a soccer medal
at Sydney –– the first since 1968, when the team won
a bronze in Mexico City.

Other crucial players for Japan include
Reika Utsugi, a naturalized citizen from China who
will play for the women’s softball team, and gymnast
Naoya Tsukahara, following in the footsteps of his
father, Mitsuo Tsukahara, who was famous for his
“moonsault.” Finally, Yoko Inada, a pistol shooter,
and Yukie Nakayama, who will take aim in the 
double trap event, both have the potential to win
medals in women’s shooting. Then, too, there is
always a chance Japan will win medals in some of the
new events scheduled to debut at the Sydney
Olympics. These include keirin cycling, trampoline
gymnastics and women’s weight lifting. 
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The opening ceremony for the Sydney
Olympics –– which took place on September
15 –– may mark the start of a sporting 
comeback for Japan. In 1996 Japan suffered a
crushing defeat at the Atlanta Olympics, 

collecting only three gold medals. But with
260 Japanese athletes set to compete at Sydney,
the nation’s sights are set higher this time. Japan’s
goal is to mark the first Olympics of the millennium
by winning eight gold medals.

Some of the key players are Japan’s judo
experts. These include Shin’ichi Shinohara and Ryoko
Tamura, both of whom won gold medals at the 1999
World Judo Championships in Birmingham, England,
a tournament that was dominated by Japan. Shinohara
is a strong contender in the men’s heavyweight 
(100 kg and over) division, while Tamura competes in
the women’s extra lightweight (under 48 kg) class and
has won four consecutive World Championships. They
and other judoka are now gearing up for the Sydney
games. Naturally, the honor of representing Japan ––
the country where judo originated –– is working to
their advantage. The hope is that these judoka will
reap five gold medals for Japan.

Expectations are also mounting for a gold
medal in the women’s marathon. The Japanese
contenders, said to be the world’s strongest trio, are
Naoko Takahashi, Ari Ichihashi, and Eri Yamaguchi.
All three will compete in the grueling 26-mile race
through downtown Sydney.

Also attracting attention is the women’s swim
team, which is in better shape than ever before. The
team boasts three world-class backstroke specialists,
Mai Nakamura in the 100-meter and Miki Nakao and
Tomoko Hagiwara both in the 200-meter. Masami
Tanaka, meanwhile, is fighting for world records she
has already come close to breaking in the women’s
100- and 200-meter breast stroke.

But dreams of gold do not end there. Japan
has a chance of winning medals in synchronized
swimming, both duet and team. The Japanese squad
has won bronze medals at four consecutive Olympics.
Now, with Miya Tachibana heading a strong team, the
aim is to go one better and take home a silver.

Japan’s Olympic baseball team cannot be
overlooked. The 2000 Olympics is the first one that
professional baseball players will be allowed to
participate. Even so, there are not as many pro 
players on the Japanese team as one might think,
because of a dispute between Japan’s two major

GOING FOR 
OLYMPIC GOLD

T
Japan’s Ryoko Tamura won the 48 kg weight-class Olympic Judo gold
medal in Sydney, Sept. 16. (AP Photo/Katsumi Kasahara)
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Japanese animation (anime) has a long and
varied history, starting in the early 20th 
century with short black and white works, to
the long series of today. First let me define
the words anime and manga since I will be

using them in this article. To the Japanese anime is
used to simply indicate any animation made 
anywhere in the world. Non-Japanese fans of
Japanese animation use the term to refer to just
Japanese animation. The word manga means simply
what we would call comic books, except the literary
range of manga is as wide as with literature.

For Americans the discovery of anime begins
in the 1960s with NBC broadcasting “Tetsuwan
Atom,” retitled in the U.S. “Astro Boy.” Americans
also watched other imported anime in the 1970s and
l980s. For the 1960s and most of the 1970s anime
was simply repackaged and most viewers had no idea
these shows were of Japanese origin.

Then in the spring of 1977, the Cartoon/
Fantasy Organization (C/FO) was founded in 
Los Angeles by science-fiction fans. The C/FO, which
still exists today, was the first such fan organization in
the U.S. The decade of the 1980s was one of small
fan circles, often branches of the C/FO, operating in
local areas and sharing information. Many anime fans
of the era were also active in science-fiction and they
also promoted anime at science-fiction conventions.

In Japan important changes were taking place
in the anime industry. Anime had started out as
entertainment for small children, this was true well
into the 1970s. Starting in the late 1970s the target
age for anime started to rise to middle and high school
students, and by the mid-1980s titles were being
made to appeal to college ages. Eventually 
sophisticated titles would be made for adults who in
the past would not even have admitted that they
enjoyed watching anime.

In the U.S. anime was being shown in art
theaters in the 1980s. The audiences often included a
wide range of college students; this meant people not
connected to the science-fiction community were
being introduced to anime. Also companies began
releasing anime videos for the U.S. market. In the late
1980s and early 1990s university anime clubs spread
across the country. By 1990s the market had grown to

a point that Japanese firms set up U.S. subsidiaries to
sell products, the most famous being Viz Communications,
Pioneer LDC and Bandai Entertainment.

Anime conventions also became part of U.S.
fan activities as the numbers of viewers grew. Today
the number of conventions is large, some even limited
to specific genres, while many are big enough to use
major convention centers to provide space for the
thousands of fans who attend. So, who are the fans?

In the early 1990s convention attendees were
largely well educated males in their 20s. In 1995
“Sailor Moon,” a girl’s anime show broadcast in the
U.S. captivated large numbers of new fans. These 
were not only female but younger. In one year fan
demographics shifted with large numbers of teenage
girls attending conventions, often accompanied by
their mothers. The parents were often drawn to anime
by attending conventions. Today it is not unusual to
see three generations of fans attending anime  
conventions together.

Why do Americans watch anime? The most
direct answer is that they enjoy it. As for why they
like it, that is harder to answer. Anime is not a single
genre, it is more like the entire range of cinema in
animated form, good and bad. Historically 
science-fiction has been a major anime genre but
even there the differences from American 
science-fiction are great. A popular anime series like
“Gundam 0080” is not just a science-fiction program,
it is more a tragic tale of friendship between a young
boy and a soldier during a time of war.

Even when watching shows obviously meant
for children, one is often taken with the complexity
and sophistication in the stories. Children are not 
stupid; they understand a great deal of what is going
on and anime treats them with more respect than most
U.S. shows. Of course this assumes you are watching
an uncut version, as many anime broadcast on U.S.
TV have been edited to remove slower portions of
shows dealing with character development.

Many parents like anime because of the
positive values which are often part of the stories.
Such values, like working together, perseverance,
courage, gentleness, responsibility and respect, are
rarely seen in other children’s programming. One
comment on anime which I often hear from academics
and reporters who specialize in cinema is that anime
is very humanistic. You can have villains who are
understandable, villains who can change and do good,
or heroes who fail or lose their way.

• Gilles Poitras is a librarian at Golden Gate
University and the author of two books on
anime (Stone Bridge Press). For more 
information, see www.sirius.com/cowpunk.

J

BY 
GILLES POITRAS



Sadako Ogata, 72, who has served as United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees for over
a decade will step down at the end of the year.
She told a recent briefing at the organization of
African Unity (OAU) in Togo that, from her 
experience, the world is a far more volatile and
dangerous place for civilians than when she took
over the job. The end of the Cold War has brought
new types of conflict which the international 
community has yet to find a response.

“The international political system 
is going through big changes from a bipolar 
system to a no-polar system in which the nature
of wars has changed,” she said. “Instead of
having inter-state wars there is a multiplicity of
internal wars... There is no real international
system to bring order in this kind of war... We
can deal with the symptoms but at the same
time there has to be a much better conflict 
resolution mechanism.”

Ogata, who took office on February 18,
1991, said her organization with a donor budget
of around $300 million looks after 22 million
refugees worldwide –– more than six million of
whom are in Africa. “I cannot stop wars, I cannot
stop the serious abuse of human rights, I cannot
change the political dynamics, I cannot separate
the refugees from the armed civilians,” she said,
adding that she hoped her successor would be
able to tackle some of these larger issues.
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• PORTABLE DVDS CATCH ON.
The market for DVDs (Digital Versatile
Disks) and associated products in Japan is
starting to grow at a fast rate. Until now, the
home entertainment market has been 

dominated by videocassettes, but DVDs are 
becoming popular for the higher image quality they
offer. Videocassettes still have by far the largest 
market share; as of early 2000, they accounted for 70
percent of the home video market, versus 23 percent
for DVDs (other recording media such as laser disks
account for the remaining percentage). However,
many experts in this field predict that DVDs will
supplant videocassettes as the most popular medium.

To make a DVD, images and sound are
digitized and written onto a compact disk, which can
then be played on a special device for that purpose.
Thanks to digital signal compression technology, a
DVD has about seven times the recording capacity of
a normal CD. This makes it possible to fit 135 
minutes of images onto a regular-sized CD, which
measures about 4.7 inches in diameter. The main
appeal of DVDs is the sharp images and high-fidelity
sound they offer. The film ‘Titanic” viewed on DVD is
indistinguishable in quality from a movie-theater.

Regular shipments of DVD players to the
Japanese market began in November 1996. By
mid-1999, reasonably priced DVD players costing
$286 to $381 had become available, paving the
way for the spread of DVDs. Then, on March 4,
2000, the PlayStation 2 game console was released
with a built-in DVD player. The inclusion of DVD
features in this hugely popular console gave an
additional boost to the popularity of DVDs.

This year, many stores that carry DVD 
players are seeing year-on-year growth of 50 to 200
percent each month in the number of machines sold.
In 1999, the number of DVD players sold was
390,000; and electronics industry sources predict that
sales will most likely reach 800,000 units in 2000.

The disks themselves are also selling
briskly. Time Warner Entertainment Japan released
“The Matrix,” an American film, on DVD on
March 17, 2000, for $40. Originally, Time Warner
had planned on releasing the film a week later, but
moved the date up in order to catch the wave of
DVD enthusiasm sparked by PlayStation 2’s
release. Thanks to this good timing and Time
Warner’s finely tuned sales  strategy, the DVD 
version of “The Matrix” sold 600,000 copies in 
the first two weeks. The company predicts that sales

P
SCIENCE WATCH

will reach 1.5 million by the end of 2000, shattering
the conventional wisdom of the DVD world, where a
recording is considered a hit if it sells 10,000 copies.

Other companies have also produced and
released DVD recordings of blockbuster American
films, such as “Titanic,” “The Bridges of Madison
County”, and “Top Gun.” According to a spokesperson
for one such company, “The size of the DVD recording
market was about $286 million in 1999, but in 2000 it
is sure to expand to $952 million.”

(courtesy of UNHCR)

OGATA TO STEP DOWN AS
UNHCR
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My American friend Mary Louise, moved to
Kyoto in 1973 to study with a Japanese potter
in that slow-paced city famed for nurturing the
artistic soul. I remember admiring the delicate
Western-style teacups Mary Louise created, as

well as her more typically Japanese-style rough-hewn
pots. She seemed to want nothing more from life than to
spend most of her hours working with clay. And she
made it look easy. 

Years later, I signed up for a class in ceramics,
hoping I had a potting gene too. I remember working
long hours with the potter’s wheel, hoping to duplicate
the ease with which Mary Louise spun her magic. But
in my hands, the clay repeatedly turned into lopsided,
shapeless blobs. In the end, my teacher kindly finished
the four or five half decent items I had started and
nearly ruined. It took him only a few minutes to
smooth out the chunky messes I’d made and turn them
into something worth putting in a kiln. 

At the end of the semester, I gave those little
pots and cups out to people I loved, telling them I
would not be making more. The little greenish-brown
cup I kept is a reminder that, for most of us, it is only
by great good fortune, discipline, and perceptive teach-
ing that we create something beautiful, and that often
the simpler something looks, in all probability, the
harder it is to make.

At a recent Japan Information and Culture
Center (JICC) exhibition of the works of potter Stephen
Merritt, those fortunate enough to attend saw some of
his best pots and plates –– all carefully placed and
expertly lit. I could not help being surprised that they
had been created by an American. It was not just how
they looked, but what they carried –– a pervading
sense of serenity, steadfastness and a joy in their 
creation. One of the Embassy staff members 
commented that they had “Japanese spirit.” Which
they clearly did.

Stephen Merritt spent almost three years in
Japan 30 years ago. Although he had originally gone
there to teach English, he soon found himself studying
with two Japanese potters, Ishikawa Seiho, in Unzen,
Nagasaki-ken in 1970 and 1971, and Inoue Manji, at
the Saga Prefectural Ceramic Laboratory in Arita in
1971 and 1972. His teachers’ influence changed
Merritt’s life, pointing him in the direction he has
followed ever since.

Interestingly, it was not his own passion for the
craft that originally moved him toward the life of a
potter, but his wife’s. The two would go to the 

POTTERY OF A 
SPECIAL KIND

mountains every week to visit with the Ishikawa family,
where Merritt learned about “pots, Japanese culture
and life.” In his second year in Japan, he met Inoue
Manji, whose specialty was very large porcelains.
Merritt’s own pots combine elements of the teachings
of both men, plus much of his own creative nature
and experimentation. 

JICC audiences are very picky. They are
knowledgeable about things Japanese, and they are not
easily pleased. At one point, someone asked Merritt
what made a good pot. He thought for a minute and
then replied that it was “one where the viewer gets a
feeling of the person who made it, the process and the
idea behind it. When it comes together, it is beautiful
and speaks to you. That’s the goal.” 

I looked around at the exhibition. People were
standing about, struck by the beauty and the 
remarkable craftsmanship. They were so focused that it
looked as if they were engaging in a once-in-a-lifetime
dialogue with each pot –– and nobody wanted to miss a
word. Merritt had admitted that sometimes even good
potters’ minds wander while working and mistakes can
be made on the wheel. “When that happens to my
students, I tell them to squish the clay and start again.
Nothing is permanent until fired.” As I stood before the
pots, it struck me that there was something more to
them than just perfection. 

Perfection is sometimes cold and lifeless, but
Merritt’s pots have a dynamic, living quality to them.
They give the impression that he took great risks in
making each one, risks that could result either in a pot
with a vibrant artistic life of its own, or in disaster. And
I knew that for so many magnificent pots to stand all in
one place at one time, many others that fell short of his
exacting standards, no matter by how small a measure,
had been returned to the earth –– in pieces.

• Carol Marleigh Kline, is a freelance writer in
Washington, D.C., who spent 11 years living in
Japan. Next month she will write about The
Joys and Sorrows of Being a Potter.

M
One of Stephen Merritt’s remarkable ceramic vessels displayed at the
JICC, Embasy of Japan. For more of his work see the website
http://home.earthlink.net/~merrittvessel
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For many, the collecting of small, beautiful
objects of nature is a life-long hobby. Such
objects may be stones, seashells, pinecones,
or just about anything that speaks to the 
individual with its shape, color, feel and the

suggestion of its natural origins. In collecting and
displaying objects of nature, people, regardless of
cultural backgrounds, illustrate a common 
appreciation for the endless elegance of nature. It is
this deeply rooted appreciation of natural beauty that
gave birth to the Japanese art form known as suiseki.

Suiseki, or "viewing stones," as they are
known here in the West, is the art of collecting,
preparing and displaying exceptionally beautiful
stones. Collectors seek out natural stones, in 
mountain streams, windblown deserts, along ocean
beaches, or anywhere the forces of time and nature
may have deposited them, that possess two highly
prized qualities:  Serene beauty and suggestive
shape.  Suiseki are unaltered stones admired for
their beauty and for their suggested resemblance to
either a scene from nature or to an object closely
associated with nature, displayed for appreciation  
and contemplation.  

Suiseki can be grouped into three main 
categories or themes:  Scenic landscape stones,
object stones and pattern stones. Among the most
popular types of stones are those that suggest a 
distant mountain, a waterfall, an island, an animal,
or whose colored pattern is particularly pleasing,
resembling such things as chrysanthemums or 
celestial objects.

The prized stones are traditionally exhibited
on a carved wooden base or in a shallow tray. The
term suiseki literally means "water stone" derived
from the ancient custom of displaying landscape
stones in trays filled with water. In Japan, suiseki is
frequently associated with the art of bonsai, and the
two are often presented together to complement each
other and to represent the whole of nature.

Originating in China nearly two thousand
years ago, this art of "viewing stones" was adapted
and refined by the Japanese after emissaries from 
the Asian mainland brought several stones as a gift
in the 6th century. Over the years the art form 
continued to grow and develop, incorporating in its
practice such philosophical and religious ideas as
the serene, subtle aesthetic of Zen Buddhism and 
the powerful spirituality of nature found in Shinto.
Through this, the stone became a means of spiritual

refinement and meditation as well as being an object
admired for its beauty. Past collectors of viewing
stones would hold gatherings where participants
would compete in writing poetry about the stone on
display. Some stones were so highly prized that their
owners would carry them in specially designed boxes
wherever they traveled.

Today, suiseki has unprecedented popularity,
attaining a widespread international following
through the appreciation of natural beauty and the
quiet spiritual facet of its practice. In Japan, the
Japanese Suiseki Association sponsors annual 
exhibitions attended by thousands of individuals,
while numerous suiseki organizations and local clubs
have been established across the U.S. and the world.

For those in the Washington D.C. area, the
National Arboretum houses the finest public 
collection of suiseki in the nation. Presented in a
special exhibit in August, the spectacular stones can
be seen throughout the year in various displays, both
by themselves and in conjunction with the renowned
bonsai collection. For the connoisseur of suiseki, this
simple, yet complex art form remains, as it has for
centuries, a deep personal connection with the 
beauty, strength, and character of stone.

THE ART OF SUISEKI
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A beautiful “chrysanthemum stone” from the National Arboretum’s prized 
collection of suiseki. (courtesy of the National Arboretum)


